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Supermassive Binary Black Holes

- Characteristic strain as a function of frequency [Hz].
- Coalescence timescale can be Myrs.
- Signal is present in entire data stream.
- Stochastic GW background.
- Single resolvable binary and binary merger.
- "Memory" offset.
- Oscillatory part.
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3 signals: stochastic, sinusoidal, burst

- Stochastic GW background
- Single resolvable binary
- Binary merger

Coalescence timescale can be Myrs
→ signal is present in entire data stream
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NANOGrav: 9 year, 11 year, 12.5 year, 14 year ....
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The GW upper limit has stopped going down at the expected rate

**Preliminary (not official)**
Hellings & Downs curve
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Hellings & Downs curve (emerging?)
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Hellings & Downs curve (emerging?)

Questions?
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Supermassive Binary Black Holes

- Memory burst
- Stochastic GW background
- Single resolvable binary
- Binary merger
- Coalescence timescale can be Myrs
  → signal is present in entire data stream

Questions?
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Pulsars
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Long-term timing stability
Less glitchy
Best for precision timing

Astronomy & Space Sciences Colloquium, Cornell University, 10-17-2019
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